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“In nine years of being an Operator, Shift Agent has
provided more relief than any other technology I’ve
rolled out in my store.”
-Brandon Jackley
Chick-fil-A Blue Springs
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SCHEDULING REORGANIZED
“We had to think differently about scheduling in order to improve.”
Brian Kuzma
Director of Quality/IT CFA Temple Terrace

Transferring a large amount of the stress of scheduling over to a
capable machine involves an investment on your part. There is no
getting around it, but you can achieve new levels of freedom by
taking the time up front to input data.

Purpose of this Handbook
This handbook is designed to help you transition from your
current scheduling process over to Shift Agent™. There are aspects
of the current CFA system that will remain a part of your workflow for
now, while the majority of the scheduling workflow will be within Shift
Agent™.
The basics of setup are covered herein, along with ideas that will
help with the transition. A more robust support site is available with
more subject matter, details, F.A.Q, and even videos to answer most
questions about how Shift Agent™ works.

The initial investment on your part to setup Shift Agent™
will pay off almost immediately.

Beyond Spreadsheets
When you make a schedule on a spreadsheet, every individual
cell requires you to think about running your operation well and
making sure you broker all of the individual expectations of team
members.
You need several different categories of information on hand
when adding a team member’s shift to the schedule. On a basic
spreadsheet, there simply isn’t enough context for making the right
decision for each shift.
Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday

Adam H.

6am - 1pm

off all day

AM off

Allyson J.

9am - 3pm

11am - 3pm

9am - 4pm

A closer look at
9am - 3pm shift.

Figure 1.1 Expanded view of unseen information categories in a single shift.

As visualized above (Figure 1.1), there are many unseen factors
requiring consideration per shift. Most of these factors fluctuate,
further complicating your ability to be accurate and requiring great
effort to manage.
Shift Agent™ automatically considers this information and
allows you to access it while filling a shift.
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Scheduling on a Timeline
Let's start with looking at a finished schedule for one day.
(See Figure 1.2 below)

Figure 1.2 An example of a what the schedule looks like on
the timeline. Positions are on the left. Time runs left to right.

Building a schedule in Shift Agent is accomplished one day at a
time with visibility of the whole week. As you setup your store you
are able to have pinpoint focus on each shift because you are armed
with all the information you need at all times.
The term we often use to describe the display of information on
a timeline is a blueprint for how you would effectively run the
operation of the store on a given day. Later, we will discuss how
you turn a blueprint into a template that you can use over and over
again. You can even refine templates to work towards lean labor.
The Timeline is a unique vantage point to see exactly
when and where you are investing your labor.
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Smart Scheduling
One of the core ideas that went into the design of Shift Agent is
that you are able to organize your workforce with respect to both
operations and people. Shift Agent allows you to focus clearly on
each of these important aspects as you build your schedule.

Operations
Scheduling is the place where you express the value of the
operation of the store, even though you have 75 voices giving you
constraints that complicate the process every week.
Shift Agent gives you tools to arrange your workforce each day.
You create labor models and save them as templates before you
worry about exactly who fills the shifts. The templates you create
form the structure of labor for each day, making sure you have the
correct number of people in the store at all times.
Templates can be adjusted, perfected, and reapplied. This
redesign removes the need for copying and pasting schedules.
Week to week, you use Smart Scheduling to be sure you
put the right person in the right shift each time.
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People
All of your team members have individual needs that are
important outside of your work environment. You want them to be
successful in life, and so you value their lives outside of work. Shift
Agent has powerful features that allow you to handle the dynamic
changes and many requests that come in all of the time.
Copy & Paste is no longer the fastest or most accurate
way to make a great schedule.

Putting Them Together
Shift Agent has a feature called Smart Scheduling that turns all
of the information that you provide into actionable business
intelligence for making a weekly schedule. For example, if each
week you fill 350 shifts, each one takes a few seconds for you to
d o u b l e c h e c k a n d m a k e s u re t h e S m a r t S c h e d u l i n g
recommendation matches your goal. You really can make a great
schedule in 30 minutes or even less.
Smart Scheduling is an algorithm that comes into play each time
you quickly fill a shift with an employee. It takes care of:

Once you walk through the setup process, you will be able to
make schedules very easily as we prevent scheduling conflicts on
the front end.
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SETUP YOUR STORE
“The time invested up front includes setting up departments and
positions, inputting Team Members and creating templates. Once
those are done scheduling gets easy.“
Ed Douan
Owner/Operator CFA Citrus Park

Let's get started! Shift Agent is a web-based system so you will
be using a browser to access it. You will have the most fluid
experience using one of the best browsers. They are available for
free download.
COMPATIBILITY

BEST

GOOD:

Google Chrome or Safari

Firefox

OK:

Internet Explorer

Operations

People

Setup Departments

Add Team Members

Setup Positions

Assign Positions

Create Templates that
meet your goals

Availability +Target Hrs
Add Initial Days Off

Create Your Store Account:
Go to: www.shiftagent.org
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The Sandbox and the Setup Wizard
When you first signup for your store’s account in Shift Agent, you
will find yourself in The Sandbox. It’s a term we use to describe the
training environment where you can play around with the features
and take a tour of the pages.
Before you actually setup your store and add all of your
information, you will want to empty the sandbox. This will
bring you to the Setup Wizard that provides you with the
interface to most efficiently add all your store’s
information.
In the Sandbox, there are a number of fictitious characters who
are employees. There are some day off requests for you to respond
to, as well as a trade or two. Take advantage of the tours provided
to give you an idea of how everything works. In particular, try to do
the whole tour of the scheduling page.
Things you shouldn’t do in the sandbox:
1. Don’t try to add all of your store information before emptying
the sandbox. You can add a few real people to see how it
works, but in general you should use the Setup Wizard.
2. Don’t “edit” the names of Positions or Departments in the
hopes that they will remain after you empty the sandbox. ( You
can add completely new positions and departments and they will
remain)
If you add employees, positions, or departments while you’re in
the sandbox, they will not be deleted when you empty the sandbox.
Setup Wizard: When you empty the
Sandbox, you will be immediately in the
Setup W izard. All of the fictitious
information will clear out.
Recommended reading: Getting Started
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Organizing the Operations
The first part of the setup process involves organizing your
operations within Shift Agent. When we talk about "Operations" we
are talking specifically about a few key things that pertain to
scheduling:
• Representing your labor in categories of departments and
positions
• Creating shifts and templates that organize labor into effective
teams that get work done
• Measuring benchmark hours and labor expenses

Creating Departments ℹ
Shift Agent uses the term “departments”
to categorize your workforce into broad
categories.
Once you have setup your
departments, you then add positions under
these departments.
In Figure 2.1 is an example of a store with
Front of House and Back of House
departments with positions under each
department.
Some stores have only one department,
and you could call it "Main" if you want. By
default, the system will create a department
for you called “Uncategorized."
Each department can be scheduled by a
different manager if you would like. We use
several other features in the app to help you
see information in the broad categories of
departments. You can even send a store
announcement to a whole department.
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Figure 2.1

Creating Positions
“Positions” is the term that Shift Agent uses to describe different
roles at your company.
Positions are the foundation of your store blueprint. By tracking
which employees are able to work in certain areas of your store, you
are designing a system that guides you each time you and your
leadership create a schedule.
Another way to think about it is to imagine a floor plan of your
store. (See Figure 2.2) Think about where the positions physically
are stationed, and the positions are the blueprint of labor.

Figure 2.2 A floor plan view of a store, highlighting where
Drive-Thru and Register positions are working.

IMPORTANT
Because you are working on a timeline you only need one
position in Shift Agent to represent all of the shifts in that skill set.
For example, you can have more than one employee at a time at a
the Register position. Therefore, you don’t need separate positions
for Register 1, Register 2, Register 3, etc.… (Refer back to Figure
2.2 and notice the three shifts in one position.)
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Creating Shifts to Make Your First Template
In Shift Agent, the term shift refers to:
POSITION at Start Time — End Time
Ex: Register at 10am - 4pm
Shifts are created without employees. You can use “Add Shifts” or
“Draw Mode” to create shifts. Once you have built an entire day of
shifts, you can save the group of shifts as a template with the “New
Template” button. Templates do not store names of employees.
Make a template for each
different kind of day. As you
build the schedule, you will
select the template the meets
your needs on that day.

Using Draw Mode
Tap the pencil-icon button (Figure 2.3)
on the Scheduling page when you are
adding shifts to turn on Draw Mode. Use
your mouse or your finger on a tablet to
draw the shifts on the calendar.
Figure 2.3

More About Templates

You can create as many templates as you would like. You can
Edit, Clone, Archive, and Delete templates in your Manage
Templates area. Try to create a naming convention that makes
sense for how you schedule. Some store use template names like
"165 hours - typical weekday" and "225 hours - family night."
The process of building the schedule in the coming weeks
involves navigating to the day you want to schedule, selecting a
template, and then pressing the Smart Scheduling button.
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Organizing Your Team
By adding your team members, everyone will have their own
login to access their schedule. Each of your team members will have
a profile where you store their contact information, track data on the
number of days off they have requested, and maintain their positions
and their availability.

Adding Team Members
In the onboarding wizard, you will have a place to add each of
your team members. You start by quickly adding the following:
• First & Last Name
• Email:

Provides each team
member with a Login

• Phone: Used for sending SMS
when appropriate
If you include the email in this first step, the system will automatically
send the team member and email inviting them to activate their account.

Activation of Team Members
• During the activation process, each user creates a password.
• As the administrator, you will see the progress of who has activated.
• Once activated, your employees will be able to see
their published schedule.
• Shift Agent trains the whole team on their devices.
• Team members will not be able to login to
Shift Agent until you add their email.
• Team members must activate their account in
order to login to the system.
• You can assign any team member you wish to
also be an administrator or manager.
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Figure 2.4

Assigning Positions to Team Members
During the process of setting up your store in Shift Agent,
positions are assigned to employee profiles. That way, Shift Agent
knows who has the skill set required to work each shift.
Team members can have more than one
position in their profile. As you can see, you
will have a constant record of how often each
team member works in each position that
you assign to them. See Figure 2.5 to see an
Employee named Matt who has three
positions in his profile.
Adding positions to employees is
accomplished using the onboarding wizard.
Figure 2.5
Every employee on your team is listed on the
right side (large area).
You select them by clicking their card. A gray bar appears
indicating they're assigned. (Figure 2.6)

Figure 2.6 Here, Arthur is selected for the Team Director position.
Notice the area on his card to appoint rating, training indicator, and pay.

NOTE: On this card you can set the rating (stars) to indicate
their skill level. You can also toggle the training flag for each position.
You can also set the pay rate for this employee here.
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Important Settings for Team Members
The two most important settings that you configure right now as
you set up are Availability and Target Hours.
With these two settings, Shift Agent knows both when and how
often someone should be recommended for shifts. By default, every
team member is set to 20 target hours. Only Managers and Admins
can view or set target hours.

Availability
In order for Shift Agent to recommend team members for shifts
properly, it needs to know when each person can work. Shift Agent
has three levels of availability that provide a detailed description that
shows when they cannot work, when they are available, and also
when they most prefer to work.

Figure 2.7 Three colors that represent three levels of availability

Availability Set
Each team member
needs to have a set of
availability rules that describe
when they cannot work,
when they are available, and
when they prefer to work.
Queued Updates

Figure 2.8 Availability set for one person

Each set has a date when it becomes effective. When an update
request is approved that changes the employee's future availability,
Shift Agent uses the effective date of the new set to automatically
queue the update to apply as you schedule. It always refers to the
appropriate availability set based on the day you are scheduling.
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Availability - Factored into Scheduling
Shift Agent uses availability information to recommend team
members for shifts during their preferred availability as much as
possible. At the same time, it gives you as many options as you
need to make sure that shifts are covered when people are actually
available. (Figure 2.9)
Smart Scheduling compares everyone's availability for a shift,
and it assigns a ranking from highest to lowest to determine who
you should select.

Figure 2.9 The blue box represents the shift being assigned overlaid on a team
member's availability. Smart Scheduling ranks everyone for each shift.

Updating Availability for an Individual
There are two ways that availability can be updated:
1. A team member submits an availability update for you to
approve. (Approval is required in order to go into effect.)
2. You as an administrator go in and create availability rules
for an individual team member.
Updating Availability for Everyone (Routine)
Shift Agent provides you with the ability to send an "Availability
Campaign" that reminds everyone to update their own availability for
you. You can utilize this feature during initial setup if you want to.
If you approve the availability set for an employee, it either goes
into effect immediately, or it is queued up to go into effect on the
desired effective date.

Figure 3.0 Your workflow for updating availability now includes sending
a message to everyone, and simply approving the updates as they
come in.
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Approving Availability Updates
When availability sets are submitted, you get a chance to
compare and evaluate them before you approve them. You can
even chat with a team member about the set if you would like
something changed.

Figure 3.1 Current set is on the left. The future set is approved now
and is queued up so that when you schedule into the future, it will
automatically use the Upcoming set.

Target Hours
Administrators and Managers assign the target hours you want
to give to each employee for a week. Shift Agent uses this number
to recommend employees that need more hours more often.
Target Hours is tied directly to an availability set. You can
change the target hours at any time by accessing the availability set
that is currently used.

You can also change target
hours from within the Smart
Scheduling window.
Just
mouse over the target hours for
that team member and change
the setting.
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Employee Desired Hours - Expectation Management
When an employee creates an update for their availability, they
will let you know how many hours they would like to work, and it's
called Employee Desired Hours.
This setting does not effect the algorithm, but it does help you
manage expectations.
For example, if your team member gives you only 40 hours that
they are available but they also request 35 hours in their Employee
Desired Hours... You get an opportunity to have a teaching moment
and help with expectations.
As you make the schedule using Smart Scheduling, the target
hours setting and availability settings for each team member are
taken into account to allow Shift Agent to help you distribute hours
throughout the week.

Target hours vs. Employee Desired Hours:
Target hours is a manager-set number that affects the
scheduling.
Employee Desired Hours is a request from the
employee designed to help managers to see if their may be a
discrepancy between what the employee is hoping for and what you
are planning to do.
Employee Desired Hours do NOT affect the scheduling. They
are just a reference point for you.

Further Help
We highly recommend that you walk through the Getting Started
series on our Support Site. Beyond the actual setup, this series of
posts will walk you through the Publishing process.
You will find a lot of help within the tool, and you can find videos
on our Vimeo Channel that provide more training.
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Quick Fact Sheet:
Mobile App: The schedule is available from any web enabled device.
Not in the App Store or Google Play at this time, but you can save as a
favorite.
Time to Proficiency: Most Directors/Operators who work with us are
able to see significant savings of time after about 2 weeks of using the
app.
Projections: Quickly import your existing projections into Shift Agent
and use them as a guide while you schedule.
Days Off: Team Members use the app to input Day Oﬀ requests.
They will know where they are in chronological order even before you
respond.
Trades: We facilitate trades, and make it user friendly. They can only
trade for shifts they are qualified for by position, and approval by
management is required.
Recommendations: Shift Agent uses the data you input and the
answers to requests to provide pinpoint recommendations for who to
schedule for each shift. We even distribute hours automatically.
Store Announcements: Send a targeted message to your team
where you can track readership at any time. Even send a training
video link and track opens to know who is participating.
Support: 24/7 support on support.shiftagent.org as well as Online
Chat support during most business hours. Call: 770-744-3840
Video on Labor Savings: http://shft.me/1izvZ7C

Other Helpful Links
Shift Agent Support Site
Training Videos
About Us
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